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Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order
to the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench
within three months from the date of rts communication. The appeal must be
addressed to the Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate
Tribunal, 2nd Floor, Bahumali Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar,
Asarwa, Ahmedabad - 380004
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3. The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. lt shall be signed by the persons
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specified in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982, lt shall be
filed in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the
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4.

order appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting
documents of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.
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4. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed
in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the
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order appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
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5.

The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and
under distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative
and such grounds should be numbered consecutively.
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6. The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section '129A of the Customs Act, 962
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shall be paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of
the Bench of the Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place
where the Bench is situated and the demand drafl shall be attached to the form of
appeal.
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7.

An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5% of the
duty demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where
penalty alone is in dispute".
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The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp
as prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.
Sub: Show Cause Notice F. No.Vl I l/'l 0-22lPr.Commr/O &N201 8 dated 28.03.202 1
issued by the Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad to: (1) M/s Grasim lndustries
Limited, (Unit: Grasim Cellulosic Division),Plot No. 1,GlDC Vilayat lndustrial
Estate, Taluka:Vagra, District: Bharuch-3920'1 2.

2

M/s Grasim lndustries Limited, (Unit: Grasim Cellulosic Division), Plot No. 1,
GIDC, Vilayat lndustrial Estate, Taluka Vagra, District Bharuch-392012 (lEC No.
1188001353), (hereinafter referred to as'M/s. Grasim'or'the Noticee'or'the Importer"
for the sake of brevity) are engaged in the import of "Product BM 5" & other products
from Adani Hazira Port since 2016.

2.

An intelligence input received from the DRl, Ahmedabad, indicated that "Product
BM 5" imported from Hazira Port & other Ports, was classifiable under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34029049 attracting 10% of Customs Duty as against 7.5% Duty paid by
M/s. Grasim. The Noticee filed two self assessed Bills of Entry No 4803533 dated
15.01.2018 & 4833455 dated 17.01.2018 for import of "Product BM 5 (Preparations for
Treatment of Textile Material)' under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039'100. Based on
the aforesaid intelligence of DRl, both the aforesaid self assessed Bills of Entry were
recalled from RMS and ordered for Examination for First Check and drawing of samples
for testing to ascertain the correct classification of the product. "Live Samples" were
drawn and sent to the Chemical Examiner, CRCL, Vadod ara for Test report on
23.01.2018.

2.1

The Chemical Examiner, CRCL, Vadodara, forwarded 2 Test Reports in this
regard. Test Report No. RCUSU/imp/1664 dated 30.01.2018 in respect of Bill of Entry
No. 4833455 dated 17 .01 .2O18 concluded as under;
'The sample meets to the requirement of organic suiace active agent."

Similarly, Test Report No. RCUSU/lmp/16634&8 dated 29,01.2018/30.0'1 .2018
respect of Bill of Entry No.4803533 dated 15.01.2018, concluded as under:-

in

"Each of the tvvo samples meets to the requirement of organic suiace active
agent."

2.2

The aforesaid Test Reports clearly indicated that "Product BM 5' meets to the
requirement of "Organic Surface Active Agent" and is hence correctly classifiable under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 and not under Chapter Tariff Heading No
34039100 as classified by the Noticee in two self assessed Bills of Entry No. 4803533
dated 15.01.2018 & 4833455 daled 17.01 .2018. Therefore, the goods viz. "Product BM
5" imported vide Bills of Entry No.4803533 dated 15.01.2018 & 4833455 dated
17.01.2018 mis-classified/ mis-declared by the Noticee appeared to be liable for
confiscation and therefore the same were placed under seizure vide Panchnama dated
01 .02.2018 & 16.02.2018. Subsequently, the issue was decided vide Order-ln-Original
No.2/BPS/ADC-SRT/2019 dated 13.6.2019 issued by the Additional Commissioner,
Customs, Surat.

3.

The Noticee has filed self assessed Bills of Entry under the provisions of subsection (1) of Section '17 of the Customs Act, 1962 by classifying the goods under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 as detailed in:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Annexure 'A' for the imported goods declared as "Product BM 5'
(Preparations for Treatment of Textile)" ;
Annexure 'B' for the imported goods with description' Product BFT 2'
(Preparations for Treatment of Textile Materials);

Annexure 'C' for the imported goods with description 'Product BFT

1'

(Preparations for Treatment of Textile Materials)

3.{

The Noticee imported the product namely "Product BM 5' (Preparations for
Treatment of Textile Material) from M/s Giovanni Bozzetto S.P.A., ltaly and classified
the product under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 [Preparations for the Treatment
of Textile Materials, Leather, Furskins or other Materialsl chargeable to Basic Customs
Duty(BCD) @7.5ok underNotificationNo 1212012-Cusdated 17.3.2012 (Sr. No: 214)
and Notification No: 50/2017-Cus dated 30.6.2017 (Sr. No: 240) through Hazira Port,
Surat.'

3.2

Amongst the Bills of Entry filed by the Noticee earlier at Hazira Port and listed in
Annexure A, Bills of Entry No. 2396420 daled 11.07.2017 & 2451848 daled 14.07 .2017
for import of the products "BM 5" (Preparations for Treatment of Textile Materials), "BFT
2"& 'BFT 1 " under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 along with other products were
provisionally assessed and samples were drawn and sent to the Chemical Examiner,
CRCL, Vadodara for testing to ascertain the correct classification of the products. The
Chemical Examiner, CRCL, Vadodara, forwarded Test Reports for the samples drawn.

(a) Test Report bearing No. RCL/SU/lmp/597 dated 28.08.2017 (RUD-7 )in respect of Bill
of Entry No. 2396420 dated 11.7.2017 for product "BM 5 " ,concluded as under ;
"The sample meets to the requirement of organic suiace active
preparation. lt is other than a textile lubricating preparation"

(b) Test Report bearing No. RCUSU/lmpl772 daled 28.09.2017 and in respect of Bill of
Entry No. 2451848 daled 14.7 .2017 for "Product "BFT 2' , concluded as under .
"The sample meets to the requirement of organic suiace active
preparation. lt is other than a textile lubicating preparation"

(c) Test Report bearing No. RCUSU/lmp/781 dated 4.9.2017 in respect of Bill of Entry No
2451848 daled 14.7.2017 for "Product BFT 1" ,concluded as under:
"The sample is in the form of white party rnass. /f is an organic surtace
active agent along with some additive"

Thus, all the Test Reports confirmed that the products declared as "Product BM 5",
"Product BFT 1" and "Product BFT 2" met the requirement of Organic Surface Active
Preparation and/or it is an Organic Surface Active Agent" and they were other than a
Textile Lubricating Preparation.

3.3

From the web site of the supplier M/s. Giovanni Bozzetto S.P.A, ltaly i.e.
http://www.bozzetto-group.com/en/textile-chemicals/ it appeared that there was no
product by the name 'Product BM 5'listed in the Product lists. However there was a
product by the name "BIOMEGAPAL" of variant types listed under the category of
"Textile Chemicals" with applications as 'Preparation', 'Dyeing' and 'Fashion Art
Chemicals'which appeared to be close to the description of 'Product BM 5'declared by
the Noticee. The product "BIOMEGAPAL" was claimed by the supplier in the web page
to be a wetting-detergent agent; suitable for pretreatment of synthetic fibers/ linen
yarn/rove and cotton on yarn packages/ wool fulling and in washing/ desizing of various
fabrics/ pad- batch/ cellulose and blended fabrics in continuous and discontinuous
processes; low foaming; biodegradable; non-ionic. The'Product BMs' thus appeared to
be "Organic Surface Active Agent" and a Wetting Agent aptly classifiable under Chapter
Tariff Heading No.34029049. The details in this regard have since been removed from
the website by the supplier.

3.4

The Noticee also imported other goods namely 'Product BFT

1'

and'Product

BFT 2' (Preparations for Treatment of Textile Materials) through Hazira Port from M/s.
Giovanni Bozzetto S.P,A., ltaly, classified the same under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34039100 (Preparations for Treatment of Textile Materials) and paid Basic Customs
Duty(BCD) @ 7 .5 o/o under Notification No: 50/2017 (Sr. No: 240).

3.5

The Basic Customs Duty (BCD) payable under Chapter Tariff

Heading

No.34029049 is 10% as againstthe Basic Customs Duty of 7.5%paid bythem as per
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 for the products i.e. 'Product BM 5' , 'Product BFT
'1'and'Product BFT 2'.

4.

ln view of the factual position and evidences brought forth in the foregoing
paragraphs, all the three impugned imported products/goods i.e. (i) Product BM 5 (ii)
Product BFT 1 and (iii) Product BFT 2 appear to be appropriately classifiable under
Chapter Tariff Heading No. 34029049, Hence, all the three impugned products/goods
are chargeable with 10% BCD. lt also appears that the Noticee have wrongly classified
the impugned goods under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 and thus short paid
BCD @ 7.5%. Hence, the products namely'Product BM 5','Product BFT 1'and
'Product BFT 2' are required to be classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No 34029049
4

and consequently M/s. Grasim is liable to pay the differential Customs Duty. The
differential Customs Duty for the 'Product BM 5' imported during the period 2016 to
2017 has been worked out to Rs.79,54,4911- as per the details mentioned in the
Annexure 'A' and differential Customs Duty for 'Product BFT 2' imported during the
period 2016 to 2017 has been worked out lo Rs.l ,79,727l- as per the details mentioned
in the Annexure 'B'whereas the differential Customs Duty for'Product BFT imported
during the period 2016 lo 2020 has been worked out to Rs.7,42,895/- as per the details
mentioned in the Annexure 'C' attached to the Show Cause Notice. Therefore, the total
differential Customs Duty short paid amounted to Rs. 88,77,1 '13l- in respect of the
goods imported vide various Bills of Entry filed at Hazira Port, Surat. The details in this
regard are briefly tabulated below and detailed in the Annexure 'A' , 'B'&'C'to the
Show Cause Notice, The Customs Duty short paid was required to be demanded in
terms of Section 28@) of the Customs Act, 1962 along with applicable interest under
Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

f

Name of the

Product

Assessable
Value (Rs.)

Total Duty
Payable Rs.)

Total Duty
Paid in Rs.

Differential
Duty
Payable by
noticee (Rs.)

8,31,80,922t22,10,O52t75,88,853/9,29,79,8271-

7,52,26,431t20,30,325t68,45,957t8,41,O2,713t-

79 54 491t-

I

Product BM 5
Product BFT 2
Product BFT 1
TOTAL

25,58,89,30'l/57,88,32612,33,91,543128,50,69,{ 70/-

1,79,727t7,42,895t88,77,113t-

5.

The Noticee has subscribed to a declaration as to the truthfulness of the contents
of the Bills of Entry, in terms of Section a6(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 in respect of all
their Bills of Entry. As per Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962, any goods which
do not correspond in respect of value or in any other particular with the Entry made
under the Customs Act, t962 are liable for confiscation under the said Section. Further,
with the introduction of self assessment and consequent amendments to Section 17,
since April 2011, it is the responsibility of the lmporter to conectly classify, determine
and pay the Duty applicable in respect of the imported goods. ln this case as discussed
supra, the lmporter knew that these goods were classifiable under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34029049. The Noticee has thus violated the provisions of Section a6(4) of
the Customs Act, 1962. ln view of the above, it appears that the Noticee have rendered
the goods valued at Rs.28,50,69,170/- covered under the said Bills of Entry liable for
confiscation under Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962 in as much as they misclassified the product imported by them to avail benefit of Notification No.1212012-Cus
17 .3.2012 (upto 30.6.2017) and Notification No.50/2017-Cus dated
30.6.2017(w.e.I 01 .07.2017) and thereby to evade payment of correct and due amount
of Customs Duty.

dated

6,

lt appeared that the Noticee had indulged themselves in mis-declaring and misclassifying the products under the wrong Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 claiming
lower rate of Basic Customs Duty @ 7.5% in place of correct Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34029049 attracting Basic Customs Duty @ 10o/o and thereby rendered the goods
liable for confiscation in terms of Section 1 11 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962, in respect
of the self assessed Bills of Entry mentioned in Annexure 'A', Annexure 'B' & Annexure
'C' attached to the Show Cause Notice and suppressed the facts from the Department.

7.

For these acts of omission and commission, the Noticee appeared to be liable to
penalty under Section 112(a) and 114A ol the Customs Act, 1962 in as much as they
have rendered the goods liable for confiscatron under Section 111(m) of the Customs
Act, 1962 and they have intentionally made and used false and incorrect declaration /
statements/documents to evade payment of legitimate Customs Duty as discussed in
the preceding paras.

8.

As narrated in the above paras, it appeared that the Noticee had indulged
themselves in mis-classification/mis-declaration of the products i.e. ' Product BM 5' ,
'Product BFT 2' and 'Product BFT 1' under wrong Chapter Tariff Heading No .34039100
claiming lower rate of 7.5% Basic Customs Duty in place of correct Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34029049 @ 10Yo Basic Customs Duty and thereby rendered themselves
)

liable for penalty under Section 1 12 of the -Customs Act, 1962 for mis-classification /
mis- declaration of the 'Product BM 5' , 'Product BFT 2' & 'Product BFT 1 ' at lower rate
of Duty.

9.

ln view of the above facts, it appeared that the Noticee had deliberately misclassified their items i.e.'Product BM 5', product'Product BFT 2'&'Product BFT 1'
under wrong Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 claiming lower rate of 7.5% Basic
Customs Duty in place of correct Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 @ 10% with an
intent to evade payment of appropriate Customs Duty on these products at the time of
their import. By their act of willful mis-declaration, they appear to have contravened the
following provisions of the Customs Act, 1962:
As per Section a6 (a) of the Customs Act,

',1962,

the lmporter has to make
true declaration with regard to the contents of the Bills of Entry. However, the
Noticee, willfully mis-declared items imported by them i.e. 'Product BM 5'
'Product BFT 2'& 'Product BFT'1' under wrong Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34039100 claiming lower rate of Basic Customs Duty @7.5% in place of

(i)

,

correct Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 wherein Basic Customs Duty is
10o/o, in the Bills of Entry as detailed in the said Annexure A , B & C to the
Show Cause Notice. Therefore, these items were required to be classified
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 and accordingly, the differential
Customs Duty to the tune of Rs.88,77,1131 was liable to be recovered from
them under the provisions of Section 18(2) read with Section 2B(4) (erstwhile
proviso fo Seclion 28(1) of the Cusfoms Act 1962) of the Customs Act, 1962
along with lnterest at applicable rate under Section 1B(3) read with Section
28AA of the Customs Act, 1962 (erstwhile Secllon 28 AB of the Customs Act
1962). Duty has been demanded on the quantity of all the three subject
goods imported.
The Noticee, by their act of willful misstatement and suppression of facts,
have rendered their import of the products i.e. 'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT 2'
& 'Product BFT imported vide Bills of Entry as detailed in Annexures A, B &
C to the Show Cause Notice, having assessable value of Rs. 28,50,69,170i-,
liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs
Act, 1962. The Noticee, by their acts of willful misstatement of description
and classification in the concerned Bills of Entry, and thereby evasion of
applicable Customs Duty on import of 'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT 2' &
Product BFT 1', have rendered themselves liable for penalty under Section
1 1 2(a) as well as Section 1 14A of the Customs Act, 1 962.

(ii)

f

The Noticee appears to have intentionally signed and filed Documents like
Bills of Entry which contained incorrect or false details about classification of
the goods, claiming benefit of Exemption Notification which they had all
reasons to believe were not available to them, with intent to evade payment
of Customs Duty and for all these acts of commission and omission, the
Noticee were liable to penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,1962

(iii)

10.

Therefore, Show Cause Notice F.No.Vllll1}-22lPr.Commr./O&A,/2018 dated
28.03.2021 was issued to M/s. Grasim lndustries Limited, (Unit: Grasim Cellulosic
Division), PIot No. 1,GlDC Vilayat lndustrial Estate, Taluka:Vagra, District:Bharuch392012, asking them to Show Cause to the Principal Commissioner of Customs,
Ahmedabad, as to why:-

(a)

lmported goods namely'Product BM 5' , 'Product BFT 2' and 'Product BFT
1' should not be classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 as
'Organic Surface Active Preparation'/'Organic Surface Agent' instead of
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039'100, in respect of all imports under Bills
of Entry as listed in Annexure'A' ,'B'&'C'to the Show Cause Notice.

(b)

lmported goods valued at Rs.28,50,69,170/-(Twenty Eight Crores Fifty
Lakhs Sixty Nine Thousand One Hundred and Seventy only) involving
total differential Customs Duty of Rs.88,77,113/-(Rupees Eighty Eight
6

Lakhs Seventy Seven thousand One Hundred and Thirteen only)
imported by M/s.Grasim as listed in Annexure 'A' , 'B' & 'C' to the Show
Cause Notice should not be held liable to confiscation under Section
(m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

111

(c)

Differential Customs Duty of Rs.88,77,113/- (Rupees Eighty Eight Lakhs
Seventy Seven thousand One Hundred and Thirteen only) should not
be demanded and recovered from them under Section 28(4) of the
Customs Act, 1962,

(d)

lnterest at appropriate rate as applicable on the Customs Duty evaded as
mentioned in (c) above, should not be recovered from them under Section
28AA ofthe Customs Act, 1962.

(e)

Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 112 (a) &
Customs Act,1962 ;

(0

Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 1144 of the Customs
Act,'1962;

(g)

Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 114AA of the
Customs Act,1962 ;

(b)

of the

DEFENCE OF THE NOTICEE:

11. The Noticee vide their letter dated 17.06.2021 have submitted that a related
issue which has an implication to the present issue is sub-judice before the CESTAT,
Ahmedabad in the Customs Appeal No.C/10379/2020 filed by them against the
Order-in-Appeal No.AHD-CUSTM-00O-APP-618-19-20 dated 06.02.2020, that
Commissioner of Customs(Appeals), Ahmedabad, in the said OIA has held that the
'Product BM5'imported by the Noticee is classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34029049 instead of Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100. They have therefore,
requested the adjudicating authority to keep the Show Cause Notice dated
28.03.2021 in abeyance until the aforementioned Appeal by the Noticee is disposed
off by CESTAT, Ahmedabad. The Noticee vide letter dated 16.03.2022 have
submitted as under:
Proceedinqs prior to the issuance of Show Cause Notice dated 28.03.2021:

!

They are engaged in the manufacture of Viscose Staple Fibre and in the regular
course of Business, they imported products i.e. BM5, BFTl and BFT 2
(preparations for treatment of Textile Material) since 20'14 from M/s. Giovaanni
Bozzetto, S.P.A., ltaly which are further used in Fiber production.

F

The goods which have been imported by classifying them under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34039100 of the Customs Tariff, are used for preparation of Viscose
Staple Fiber in order to achieve more strength, better quality and less impurity on
the finished product i.e. Viscose Staple Fiber; 'Product BM 5'is used to improve
the characteristics of Viscose Staple Fiber and is not used as Organic Surface
Active Agent or Wetting Agent; they have submitted a copy of the manufacturing
process of Viscose Staple Fiber explaining the use of 'Product BIr/ 5'.

F

The Noticees had filed Bills of Entry No.4833455 daied 17.01.2018 and 4803533
dated 15.01.2018 for import of their'Product BM 5'classifying it under Chapter
Tariff Heading No.34039100 at BCD 7.5%; that samples drawn from these goods
were sent to Chemical Examiner, CRCL, Vadodara vide two Test Reports dated
29.01 .2018130.01.2018 and 30.01.2018 opined that the sample meet to the
requirement of Organic Surface Active Agent.

7

F

The imported goods were seized by the Department under Section 1 10 of the
Customs Act, 1962 which were later on released provisionally and subsequently
a Show Cause Notice dated 09.07.2018 was issued by the Additional
Commissioner of Customs, Surat proposing to reclassify the imported goods
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 demanding Customs Duty of
Rs.4,07,965.60 alongwith interest, fine and penalty.

F

Additional Commissioner, Customs, Surat vide OIO dated 13.06.2019 classified
the imported goods under 34029049 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 as 'Organic
Surface Agent', held the goods (which were seized and later on released
provisionally) liable to confiscation under Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act,
1962 and confirmed the Duty demanded along with interest and imposed penalty.

F

The Noticee filed appeal with Commissioner of Customs(Appeals), Ahmedabad
against the said OlO. Commissioner of Customs(Appeals) vide OIA dated
06.02.2020 upheldtheorderdated 13,06,2019of theAdditional Commissionerof
Customs, Surat.

F

Aggrieved with the said OlA, the Noticee filed Appeal No. C/10379/2020 with
CESTAT, Ahmedabad which is pending for decision.

Submissions in respect to the Show Cause Notice dated 28.03.2021:
The Noticee has submitted that the Show Cause Notice is bad in law as well as on
facts and is liable to be dropped on this ground alone, without prejudice to the
following submissions which are without prejudice to each other.

L

The imported goods'Product BM 5','Product BFT 2'and'Product BFT 1'are
preparations for the treatment of textile materials classifiable under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34039100 of the Customs Tariff. The imported goods are used to
increase Viscose Staple Fiber Tenacity, prevent choke of Jet Machine and
improve spinning performance; they are also used in order to achieve more
strength, better quality and less impurity on their finished product i.e. Viscose
Staple Fibre;

!

that the imported 'Product BM 5' is used to make Slurry of 'Product BM-5'
prepared by mixing it with soft water and 32% caustic soda in Preparation Tank;
that once the batch of 'Product BM 5' slurry is prepared, slurry is transferred to
Additive Feed Tank through transfer pump and then injected into the Dynamic
Mixer and Static Mixer through the injection pump from one end and from the
other end, Viscose from P2 vessel is transferred for mixing of Slurry BM-S and
Viscose; that thereafter this blended preparation is sent to the Spinning Machine
for further process of Fiber Manufacturing.

!

That HSN notes provides that preparation for Treatment of Textile Materials
includes Mixtures of Fatty Substances with Surface Active Agents and have
reproduced the relevant part of the HSN Note 3403 as under:
G. Preparations for the lubricating, oiling or greasing of textiles, leather, hides, furskins
etc. These may be used to lubricate or soften textile fibres during spinning, to "stuff'
leather, etc. They include, for example: mixtures of mineral oil or fattv substances with
suiace-active aoents (e.9. sulphoricinoleates): water dispersible textile lubricating
preparations containing a high proportion of suiace-active agents together with mineral
oils and other chemicals

>

That in order to determine the scope of Headings, reliance can be placed on
HSN Explanatory Notes which have been recognized as a safe guide to interpret
Schedule I to the CTA; the Noticee has relied on the case of CCE Vs Wood
Croft Products Ltd.(1995)77 ELT 23 wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has
held that "in case of doubl HSN is a safe guide for asceftaining the true meaning of any
expression used in the Customs Tariff AcL unless there is an express, different intention
indicated in the Tariff rfse/f'. They have also relied upon a plethora of other
judgements wherein the above proposition was affirmed, upheld and followed.
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F

As their products i.e. 'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT 1 ' and 'Product BFT 2' are not
used as Surface Active Agents and as preparation for the treatment of Textile
Materials are excluded from Chapter Heading 3402, the imported goods cannot
be classified under Chapter Heading 3402; that in the present case, Surface
Active Agent is not the primary function of imported goods as it is used in Textile
Processing; that relevant portion to the HSN 3402 provides that "This headinq
does not cover Preparations, centaj\inq surface-aative aaents where th
function is either not required or is onlv subsidiary to the main funatipn pllhe uepa@tjsn
(headinqs 34.03, 34.05, 38.08, 38.
38.24 etc.. as fhe case mav be)

!

Certificate dated 08.02.2018 and 07.01 .2019 issued by the supplier of the
imported goods states that "the goods are classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34039100 of the Customs Tariff as lt is used in the textile field, in pafticular during
fiber production and it is used neither as Organic Surtace-Active Agent nor as a wetting
agent. "; that as per email dated 09.02.201 8 of the supplier 'the product BM 5 is not
a "Suiace-Active Agent" nor any kind of preparation for washing or detergency
application but are preparations used as peiormance additive and are thus, preparation
for treatment of textile materials."

F

Test Report of CRCL, Vadodara is not conclusive for deciding the classification
of imported goods as it concluded that the samples meet the requirement of
Organic Surface Active Agent; that it has not concluded that the imported goods
does not fall under Chapter Heading No.3403 and that the surface active function
is the main function of the product; that mere presence of Organic Surface Active
Agent is not sufficient to classify the imported goods under Chapter Heading
No.3402; that even if a product contains Organic Surface Agent it can be
classified under Chapter Tariff Heading No.3403.

!

The Test Report of CRCL, Vadodara does not provide whether the Emulsion is
having a stable character or not, which is Determinative Test for deciding
whether the product is Organic Surface Active Agent or not.

>

Department has wrongly relied on the information available on the website of the
supplier to rule that the 'Product BM 5'is classifiable under Chapter Tariff
Heading 3402 and as per the lnvoices, Packaging list, etc. issued by the
Supplier, the imported goods are rightly classified under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.3403.

F

The presence of Surface Active Agent may vary in each consignment because
the imported goods are not to be used as a Surface Active Agent but as a
Preparation for treatment of Textile Materials, hence Test Reports in Respect of
a particular consignment cannot be applied to all imports.

!

The Chemical Examiner has not clearly shown the procedure of testing in the
Test Reports and has also not provided the basis of the conclusion that the
imported goods are Surface Active Agents or that why they cannot be treated as
Preparation for Treatment of Textile Materials, hence cross examination of the
Chemical Examiner may be granted to the Noticee. The Noticee has relied on the
order of the Apex Court in (i) Essar Oil Ltd. Vs Commr. Of Cus.(Preventive),
Jamnagar reported at 2015(326)ELT.310(Tri.-Ahmd and (ii)Ultra Fine
Fillers(P)Ltd. Vs Commissioner of Central Excise, Jaipur-ll.

)

Extended period cannot be invoked since similar SCN was issued to the Noticee
on the very issue by the Department; that when the Show Cause Notice dated
09.07.2018 was issued, all the relevant facts were in the knowledge of the
Customs Department and later on while issuing the impugned Show Cause
Notice, the same/similar facts could not be taken as suppression of facts on the
part of the Noticee as they were already in the knowledge of the Department.
The Noticee has relied on the: (i) Apex Court's judgement in the case of
Nizam Sugar Factory Vs Collector of Central Excise, A.P. and (ii) Gujarat
High Court's judgement in Bhagwati Spherocast Pvt.Ltd. Vs Commissioner
of Central Excise, Ahmedabad-ll.
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isclassification does not amount to Mis-declaration. The Noticee has relied on
the case of Densons Pultretaknik Vs CCE, 2003(155) ELT.211(SC) wherein it
was held by the Supreme Court that merely claiming classification does not
amount to suppression of facts and therefore, extended period of limitation is not
invokable. The Noticee has also relied on the following judgements to support
their contention: (i) CC, Bangalore Vs A.Mahesh Raj reported in
2006(195)ELT 261(ii) cCE Vs lshaan Research Lab)(P)Ltd., 2008(230)ELT
7(SC). (iii) Chamundi Die Cast(P) Ltd. Vs CCE,2007 (215) ELT 169 (SC). (iv)
Cosmic Dye Chemical Vs Collector of Central Excise, Bombay,
(1995)6SCC117.(v) Commissioner of Central Excise, Aurangabad Vs Bajaj
Auto Limited, 2010 (260) ELT 17(SC).

D

Noticee has been importing the products under dispute since 2014 and are
following the same classification uniformly; that the classification approved by
Customs alone was continued to be followed by the Noticees, that the description
specified by the Noticee is correct and therefore extended period of limitation
cannot be invoked against them. The Noticee has relied on the case of : (i)
Decision dated 10.01.2013 of CESTAT, Mumbai in the case C.Natvarlal &

M

Co. Vs GC(lmport), Mumbai. (ii) Sirthai Superware lndia Ltd. Vs

CC,

2019(1O)TMl 460-CESTAT, to support their contention.

)

The imported products are not liable for confiscation under Section 1 11(m) of the
Customs Act, 1962. The Noticees have relied on the case of: (i) Northern

Plastic Ltd. Vs Collector

of

Customs

& Central Excise,

1998(1 01 )

ELT.549(SC). (ii) Surbhit lmpex Pvt.Ltd. Vs CC(EP), Mumbai, 2012(283) ELT
556 (Tri-Mumbai) and a plethora of other decisions to support their
contention.

F

Provisions of Section 11 1 of the Act is not invokable for goods already cleared for
Home Consumption. The Noticee has relied on the case of Bussa Overseas &

Properties P.Ltd. Vs C.L.Mahar, Assistant Commissioner

of

Customs,

Bombay [2004(1 63)ELT304(Bom)] to support their contention.

>

Penalty is not imposable on the Noticees. The Noticee has relied on the case of:
(i) Collector of Central Excise Vs H.M.M. Limited [1995(76) ELT 497(SC)] and
(ii) Commissioner of Central Excise, Aurangabad Vs Balakrishna lndustries
[2006(201)ELT 325 (SC)], to support their contention.

F

No penalty is imposable under Section 112(a) and (b), Section 114A and Section
114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and demand of interest is not sustainable when
Duty is not Payable. The Noticee has relied upon a plethora of judgements to
support their contention.

)

No penalty can be imposed in cases of disputes relating to classification. The
Noticee has relied upon the cases of (i)Bahar Agrochem & Feeds Pvt. Ltd. Vs
Commissioner of Central Excise, Pune, 2012(277)ELT.382(Tri-Mum). (ii)
Digital Systems Vs Commissioner of Customs, 2003(154) ELT 7't and a few
other judgements to support their contention.

)

Penalty under Sections 112 and 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 cannot be
imposed simultaneously.

RECORD OF PERSONAL HEARING.

12,

Personal Hearing (in virtual mode) in the case was fixed for 03.03.2022.
However, the Noticee vide letter dated 02.03.2022 requested for adjournment as they
needed time to prepare for the Personal Hearing and to file their reply. As per their
request, the ne)d date of Personal Hearing (through virtual mode) was fixed for
10.03.2022. However, the Noticee vide letter dated 09.03.2022 informed that they
needed further time to prepare for the Personal Hearlng and to file their reply and hence
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requested for an adjournment. Accordingly, the next date of Personal Hearing (through
virtual mode) was fixed Ior 17.03.2022. Shri Manish Jain, Advocate and Counsel for the
Noticee attended the Personal Hearing (through virtual mode) on 17.03.2022. The
Counsel for the Noticee reiterated their submissions dated 16.03.2022.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

13.

I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, the submission of the

Noticee, the arguments and discussions made by their representative during the course
of Personal Hearing as well as the relevant case records available on file.

14. I find that the moot point to be decided is whether the goods under
reference i.e.'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT2' and 'Product BFT1' are classifiable
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 as claimed by the Noticee or under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 as proposed in the Show Cause Notice.

15.

However, before proceeding further, I find it prudent to take up the submissions of
the Noticee for discussions. l, therefore, take up the submissions of the Noticee, pointwise and record my findings as under:

(i)The Noticee has contended that the imported goods i.e. 'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT
2' and 'Product BFT 1' are Preparations for the Treatment of Textile Materials
classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 of the Customs Tariff; that they
are used to increase Viscose Staple Fiber Tenacity, prevent choke of Jet Machine and
improve spinning performance; that they are also used in order to achieve more
strength, better quality and less impurity on their finished product i.e. Viscose Staple
Fibre;

ln this regard lfind it necessary to first refer to Chapter Tariff Headings No.3402 and
3403 as well and it's various sub-headings as appearing in the Customs Tariff Act, 1975
which read as under:
3403 LUBRICATING PREPARATIONS (INCLUDING CUTTING OIL PREPARATIONS, BOLT OR NUT
RELEASE PREPARATIONS, ANTI-RUST OR ANTI.CORROSION PREPARATIONS AND MOULD
RELEASE PREPARATIONS,BASED ON LUBRICANTS) AND PREPARATIONS OF A KINO USED
FOR THE OIL OR GREASE TREATMENT OF TEXTILE MATERIALS, LEATHER, FURSKINS OR

OTHER MATERIALS,

BUT

EXCLUDING PREPARATIONS CONTAINING,

AS

BASIC

CONSTITUENTS, 70 % OR MORE BY WEIGHT OF PETROLEUM OILS OR OF OILS OBTAINED
FROM BITUMINOUS MINERALS

3403 1 I 00
3403 19 00
3403 91 00
3403 99 00

- Containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals:
- Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other materials
- Other
-Other:
- Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other materials
- Other

3402 ORGANIC SURFACE-ACTIVE AGENTS (OTHER THAN SOAP), SURFACE.ACTIVE
PREPARATIONS, WASHING PREPARATIONS (INCLUDING AUXILIARY WASHING
PREPARATIONS) AND GLEANING PREPARATIONS, WHETHER OR NOT CONTAINING SOAP,
OTHER THAN THOSE OF HEADING 3401
- Organic suiace-active agents, whether or not put up lor retail sale:
- Anionic:
3402
3402'11
- Silicone surfactant
3402 11
- Other
3402 12
- Cationinc
- Non-ionic
3402 13
- Other
3402 19
3402
- Preparations put up for retail sale:
- Washing preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning
3402 20
preparations, having a basis of soap or other Organic Surface Active Agents
3402 20
- Cleaning or degreasing preparations not having a basis ofsoap or other organic

11
10
90
00
00
00
20
10
20

90
3402 90
340220

surface active agents
- Other -

- Other:
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3402 90

3402 90

1 1

t2

- Synthetic doteryents:
- Washing preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning
preparations, having a basis of soap or other Organic Surface Active Agents
- Cleaning or degreasing preparations not having a basis ofsoap or other organic

surface active agents
Other -

3402 90 t9 3402 90 20

- Sulphonated or sulphated or oxidized or chlorinated castor oil; sulphonated or

3402 90 30

sulphated or oxidized or chlorinated fish oil;sulphonated or sulphated or oxldized or
chlorinated sperm oil; sulphonated or sulphated or oxidized or chlorinated neats foot oil
- Penetrators.

3402 90 41

- Wefting agents:
- Washing preparations (including auxrliary washing preparations) and cleaning
preparations, having a basis of soap or other Organic Surface Active Agents
- Cleaning or degreasing preparations not having a basis of soap or other organic

3402 90 42

surface active agents
- Other

3402 90 49

- Washing preparations whether or not containing soap
Washing preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning
preparations, having a basis of soap or other Organic Surface Active Agents
- Cleaning or degreasing preparations not having a basis of soap or other organic
surface active agents
- Other

3402 90 51

-

3402 90 52

-

3402 90 59

91
3402 90 92

3402 90

- Othar :
- Washing preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning
preparations, having a basis of soap or other Organic Surface Active Agents
- Cleaning or degreasing preparations not having a basis of soap or othgr organic

surface active agents
3402 90 99

--

Other

As can be seen from the above, the Chapter Tariff Heading 3403 covers lubricating
preparations and preparations of a kind used for the oil or grease treatment of
textile materials, leather, furskins or other materials etc. whereas Chapter Tariff
Heading 3402 covers Organic Surface-Active Agents, Surface Active Preparations,
Cleaning Preparations etc. Further, when the Noticee submits that their products are
'Preparations for the treatment of Textile Materials' classified by them under Chapter
Tariff Heading No.3403, it can be infened to mean 'Preparations for the Oil & Grease
Treatment of Textile Materials'. I also find that the present Show Cause Notice is based
on the Test Reports of the samples of the products of the Noticee received from CRCL,
Vadodara. Details of samples of the products i.e. 'Product BMS', 'Product BFT1' and
'Product BFT2' imported by the Noticee, sent to CRCL, Vadodara as well as the Test
Reports received from CRCL, Vadodara are mentioned hereunder:
I

I

Sr.No.

Details

of

Test Memo
01

I

42.

03

83117 -18
dt.19.7.2017
of product
BM5
a7 t'17 -14
dt.26.7.2017
of product
BFT2
89/17-18
dt.19.7.2017
of producl

BFTl

Purpose

for

sending the Test Report

sample

it

No

& date

Details of the Test Report

RCL/SUi lmp/597
dated 28.8.2017.

The sample meets to the
requirement of Organic Surface
Active Agent. lt is other than a

is

RCUSU/lmp/772

producl BFT2(Preparations for
Treatment of Textile lrlaterials)

dated 28.9.2017.

The sample meets to the
requirement of Organic Surface
Active Agent. lt is other than a

To

ascertain whether

product

BMs
otherv,/ise(Preparations
Treatment of Textile).

To

ascertain whether

or otherwise.

To

ascertain whether

is

or
for

it

it

textile lubricatinq preparation.

is

product BFTl (Preparations for
Treatment of Textile l\,laterials)
or otheMise.

RCUSU/lmpr81
daled 4.9.20'17.

textile lubricatinq preparation.
The sample is in the form of White
Party Mass. lt is an Organic
Surface Active Agent along with
some additive.

As can be seen from the above, the very purpose of sending the samples for testing to
CRCL, Vadodara was to ascertain whether the samples were Preparations for
Treatment of Textile Materials or otherwise. While the Test Report for sample of
'Product BFT1' specifically states that lt ls an Organic Surface Active Agent along with some
additive', Test Reports in respect of the samples of 'Product BMS' and 'Product BFT2'
states that 'they meet the requirement of Organic Surlace Active Agent and are other than a
Textile Lubricating Preparation. Thus, it is very much apparent from the Test Reports that
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the Products are not Preparations for Textile Materials but are either Organic Surface
Active Agents or meet the requirements of an 'Organic Surface Active Agent' and are
other than Textile Lubricating Preparations. ln view of the above, the classification of the
aforementioned products is automatically ruled out of Chapter Tariff Heading No.3403
as it does not cover'Organic Surface Active Agents'.
Further, besides Lubricating preparations, the above Chapter Tariff Heading also covers

preparations of a kind used for the Oil or Grease Treatment of Textile Materials.
Therefore, in order to be able to use the Preparations in the Treatment of Textile
Materials, they have to contain a good proportion of ingredients capable of impartlng
Oiling or Greasing of Textile Materials. ln this context, I would like to refer to the Test
Report dated 26.06.2019 of CRCL, New Delhi issued in respect of 4 samples i.e. 2
samples each of the products namely 'Product BM 5' and 'Product BFT 2' of the Noticee
(which has been submitted by the Noticee alongwith their compliance), which shows
that the presence of Mineral Oil in the samples is'NEGATIVE'. lt is therefore, obvious
that when the content of 'Mineral Oil' in the samples is'NEGATIVE', i.e. there is no
presence of 'Mineral oil' in the said products, it is not possible to use such products for
the Treatment of Textile Materials. Further the above Test Report categorically
mentions that the preparation is other than Textile Lubricating Preparation. This is
clearly indicative of the fact that the preparation does not contain any ingredient capable
of Lubricating i.e. Oiling or Greasing of Textile Material. ln view of the above facts, the
contention of the Noticee that the products imported by them are preparations used for
the treatment of Textile Materials, that they are used to increase Viscose Staple Fiber
Tenacity, to prevent choke of Jet Machine and to improve spinning performance or that
their products are classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100, is not
tenable.

(ii)The Noticee has contended that HSN notes to 3403 provides that preparation for
Treatment of Textile Materials includes Mixtures of Fatty Substances with Surface
Active Agents ; that as their products are not used as Surface Active Agents and as
preparation for the treatment of Textile Materials, they are excluded from Chapter
Heading 3402 and therefore cannot be classified under Chapter Heading 3402; that in
the present case, Surface Active Agent is not the primary function of imported goods as
it is used in textile processing; that relevant portion to the HSN 3402 provides that "Ihls
headinq does not cover Preparations, containine suiace-active agents where the
surface-active function is either not required or is onlv subsidiarv to the main function of
the preparation (headinqs 34.03, 34.05, 38 .08. 38.09. 38.24 etc.. as lhe case mav be\
that in order to determine the scope of Headings, reliance can be placed on HSN
Explanatory Notes which have been recognized as a safe guide to interpret Schedule
to the CTA. The Noticee has relied on the case of CCE Vs Wood Croft Products
Ltd.(1995)77 ELT 23 wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that "in case of
doubt, HSN ls a safe guide for ascertaining the true meaning of any expression used in
the Customs Taiff Act, unless there ls an express, different intention indicated in the
Tariff itself'. They have also relied upon a plethora of other judgements wherein the
above proposition was affirmed, upheld and followed.
I

ln this regard, lfind that the exclusion provided for under Explanatory Notes to
HSN with respect to Chapter Heading 3402 is applicable subject to the condition
that the goods/products under consideration should be covered under Chapter
3403. Explanatory Notes to HSN with respect to Chapter Heading 3403 describes
the scope of such goods/products as mixtures of mineral oil with surface-active
agents and/ or lubricating preparations containing a high proportion of surface
active agents together with mineral oil and other chemicals. Thus, the said notes
make it explicitly clear that presence of mineral oil is essential for the
goods/products to be covered under the scope of Chapter 3403. ln the instant
case, the Test Report of the goods/products under consideration clearly
mentions that mineral oil is absent in the goods/products. Thus, the
goods/products are ruled out of the Ghapter Heading 3403 by virtue of
Explanatory Notes to HSN for goods/products under 3403. Resultantly,
Explanatory Notes to HSN 3402 referred to by the Noticee have no application in
this case in as much as the goods/products under consideration are not covered
IJ

under Chapter 3403 and as such the exclusion clause would not have a bearing
on the instant case.
Further, from the aforementioned contention of the Noticee as well as the judgements
referred to by them, I find that the Explanatory Notes to HSN are required to be referred
to, only in cases where a doubt arises about the classification of the products. However,
in the present case, the Test Reports received from CRCL, Vadodara as well as from
CRCL, New Delhi in respect of the samples of the products imported by the Noticee, are
readily available with us which appear to be conclusive enough to help in classifying the
products of the Noticee. As discussed earlier, the Test Reports of CRCL, Vadodara and
CRCL, New Delhi which states that the products meet the requirements of a'Organic
Surface Active Agent', are'other than a lubricating preparation'and show'NEGATIVE'
presence of 'Mineral Oil', in itself, is sufficient to negate the contention of the Noticee
that the products imported by them are preparations used for the treatment of Textile
Materials OR, that their products are classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34039100. Besides, the very purpose of sending the samples for testing to CRCL,
Vadodara was to ascertain phether the samples were preparations for Treatment of
Textile Materials or otherwise and the Test Reports of CRCL, Vadodara in respect of all
the three products categorically states that they either meet the requirement of Organic
Surface Active Agent OR are an Organic Surface Active Agent. This obviously means
that the products are not preparations for Textile Materials but are either Organic
Surface Active Agents or meet the requirements of an 'Organic Surface Active Agent'
and are other than Textile Lubricating Preparations. Further, had the function of
'Organic Surface Active Agent' been subsidiary in the samples, CRCL, Vadodara
would not have categorically reported that the samples are 'Other than Textile
Lubricating Preparations'. ln view of the above, the classification of the aforementioned
products is automatically ruled out of Chapter Tariff Heading No.3403 as it does not
cover'Organic Surface Active Agents'. l, therefore, find the contention of the Noticee to
be untenable.

(iii) The Noticee has contended that Certificate dated 08.02.2018 and 07.01 .2019
issued by the supplier of the imported goods states that "the goods are classifiable
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 of the Customs Tariff as it is used in the
textile field, in particular duing fiber production and it is used neither as organic surfaceactive agent nor as a wetting agent.'l that as per email dated 09.02.2018 of the supplier
"the Product BM 5 is not a "Suiace Active Agent" nor any kind of preparation for
washing or detergency application but are preparations used as performance additive
and are thus, Preparation for Treatment of Textile Materials."

ln this regard, I have gone through the aforementioned Certificates of the supplier
issued in respect of the products i.e. 'Product BM 5'and 'Product BFT 2'and find that
there is no mention therein as to how the products are used in the fiber production. The
supplier has also not mentioned the grounds on which they certify that the products are
used neither as organic surface-active agent nor as a wetting agent" or the grounds on
which they certify that the said products are classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34039100. Also, as discussed earlier, the Test Reports of CRCL, Vadodara and
CRCL, New Delhi states that the products meet the requirements of a 'Organic Surface
Active Agent', are 'other than a lubricating preparation'and show 'NEGATIVE' presence
of 'Mineral Oil'. The Chemical Examiner is the authoritative person so far as the
Chemical Analysrs of a product is concerned and would inevitably outweigh the
Certificates issued by the manufacturer/supplier'who is not an independent entity in the
instant case. I, therefore, find that the aforementioned Certificates do not, in any way,
support the cause of the Noticee.

(iv)The Noticee has contended that the Test Report of CRCL, Vadodara is not
conclusive for deciding the classification of imported goods as it concluded that the
samples meet the requirement of Organic Surface Active Agent and that the Test
Report of CRCL, Vadodara does not provide whether the Emulsion is having a stable
character or not, which is the Determinative Test for deciding whether the product is
Organic Surface Active Agent or not.

t4

At this juncture, I find it prudent to refer to Note (3) of the Chapter Notes to Chapter 34
of the Customs Tariff Act, 1 975 which reads as under:

3. For the purposes of heading 3402, "organic surface-active agents" are products
which when mixed with water at a concentration of 0.5% at 20oC and left to stand for
one hour at the same temperature:

(a) give a transparent or translucent liquid or stable emulsion without separation of
insoluble maftec and
(b) reduce the sufiace tension of water 4.5 X 10-2 N/m (45 dyne/Cm) or less.
In this regard, lfind that CRCL, New Delhi vide it's Test Report dated 26.06.2019 in
respect of 2 samples each of the products 'Product BM 5' and 'Product BFT 2' imported
by the Noticee have tested the stability of the Emulsion also. The details of the Test
Reports given by them in respect of the samples of 'Product BM 5' and 'Product BFT 2'
are as under:

l.Lab No.CLR-0I dated 14.06.2019, 8.E.No,2451848 dated 14.07.2017, Sample No,87
26.07.201 7, T-M.87 dated 26.07.20 I

dated

7.

Descriplion: Product BFT 2

form of offwhite pasty mass. On the basis of Chemical, Chrometographic
and Spectroscopic examinations, it is a preparation based on Organic Surface Active
Agent(anionic in nature) having the following properties:
The sample is in the

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi,

Solubility: Soluble in woter.
pH(5% soln.): 8.0
NVR: 74.74% by wt.
Ash: 7.79% by wt.
Presence of minerol oil: Negotive.
The sample when mixed with woter ot o concentrotion of 0,5% ot 20oC ond lelt to stond
lor one hour dt same temperoture gives trdnslucent liquid without separotion of insoluble
mdttet which reduces surfoce tension ol woter below 45 dyne/cm(Aduol being = 47,83
dyne/cm).

On the basis of above, it meets the requirements of surface active preparation.
preparation based on lubricant for textile treatment.

It is other

than

2.Lab No.CLR-02 dated 14.06.2019,8.E.No.2368619 dated 11.03.2019, Sample No.728 dated
14.03.2019, T.M.728 dated 14.03.20 19.
Description: Product BM 5

The sample

is in

the form

of yellowish viscous liquid. On the basis of

Chemical,

Chrometographic and Spectroscopic examinations, it is a preparation based on Organic Surface
Active Agent(non-ionic in nature) in aqueous medium having lhe following properties:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
vili.

Solubility: Soluble in woter.
pH (os such):7.0
pH(s% soln.): 8.0 - 9.0
Sp.Grovity (ot 75oC): 7003.8 kq/m3
NVR:96.4%
Ash:0.12%
Presence of minerol oil: Negotive.
The mmple when mixed wlth wdtet dt d concentrotion ol O.5% at 20oC dnd left to stdnd
lot one hour ot some temryroture gives tronspdrent liquid wlthout seporotlon of insoluble

motter which reduces surface tension ol wdter below 45 dyne/cm(Aaual being = 26.74
dyne/cm).

On lhe basis of above, it meets the requirements of surface active preparation.
preparolion based on lubricantfor textile treatmenl.

l5

It is other

than

3.Lab No.CLR-O3 dated 11.06.2019, 8.E.No.2465995 dated 18.03.2019, Sumple No.747 dated
22.03.2019, 7.M.747 dated 22.03.2019.
Description.. Product BFT 2
The sample is in the form of off white pasty mass. On the basis of Chemical, Chrometographic
and Spectroscopic examinations, it is a preparation based on Organic Surface Active

Agent(anionic in nature) having

ii.

iii.

the

following properties:

Solubility: Soluble in woter.
pH(5% soln.): 8.0
NVR: 73.9% by wt.
Ash: 8.14% by wt.

Presence of minerol oil: Negotive.
v,.

The somple when mixed with wotet at a concentrotion of 0,5% at 2OoC and left to stand
for one hour at same temperoture gives tronslucent liquid without separation ol insoluble
mdttet which reduces surloce tension ol wdter below 45 dyne/cm(Aduol being = 40.83

dyne/cm).

On the basis of above, it meets the requirements of surface active preparation.
preparation based on lubricant for textile treatment.

It is other

than

4.Lab No.CLR-q4 dated 14.06.2019,8.E.No.4803533 dated 15.01.2018, Sample No.297 dated
23.0 1.20 1 8, 7.M.2
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7 dated 23.0 1.20 I 8.

Descriotion: Product BM 5

viscous liquid. On the basis of Chemical,
Chrometogruphic and Spectroscopic examinations, it is a preparation based on Organic Surface
Active Agent(non-ionic in nature) in aqueous solution having the following properties:

The sample

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii,

is in the form of yellowish

Solubility: Soluble in woter.
pH (os such):7.0
pH(5% soln.): 8.0 - 9.0
Sp.Grovity (ot 75oC): 1.1034.8 kg/m3
NVR:96.4%
Ash:0.14%
Presence of minerol oil: Negotive.
The sampte when mixed with wdter at d concentration ol O.5% at 2OoC ond left to stond
lor one hour ot scme temperoture gives tronsporent liquid without separation of insoluble
motter which reduces surfoce tension of water below 45 dyne/cm(Aduol belng = 25,59

dyne/cm).

On the basis of above, it meets the requirements of surface active preparation.
preparation based on lubricant for textile treatment.

It is other

than

It can therefore, be seen from the above Test Reports of CRCL, New Delhi in respect of

the stability of Emulsion of the samples of the products 'Product BM 5' and 'Product
BFf 2' ol the Noticee, that it has also passed the Determinative Test which proves that
the aforementioned products are indeed 'Organic Surface Active Agents'. Even the
Noticee has mentioned in his submission that the test regarding stability of Emulsion is
the Determinative Test for 'Organic Surface Active Agent' Thus, even if the Test
Reports have not made any specific mention about the Chapter Tariff Heading of the
products, it can be very clearly deduced from the Test Reports that the products are
rightly classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading 3402.
(v)The Noticee has contended that presence of surface active agent may vary in each
consignment because the imported goods are not to be used as a surface active agent
but as a Preparation for Treatment of Textile Materials, hence Test Reports in respect of
a particular consignment cannot be applied to all imports.

ln this regard, it is to mention that the Noticee has not put forth any evidence to
establish that the Physical and Chemical properties of all imports were different from the
products which were supplied for Chemical Examination. Further, I find that the Noticee
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has been importing 3 products namely 'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT 1' and 'Product
BFT 2'from the same supplier i.e. M/s. Giovaanni Bozzetto, S.P.A., ltaly over a long
period of time. When an lmporter is importing a particular product from the same
supplier with the same name over a long period of time and is also classifying it over a
prolonged period with the same name under the same Chapter Tariff Heading in their
Bills of Entry, it naturally follows that the said product contains the same ingredients
which enables it to be classified under the same Chapter Tariff Heading. Any change in
the ingredients of the aforementioned product would affect OR alter the classification of
it's product which is not the issue in the present case since the lmporter has been
classifying all the aforementioned products under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100
over a long period of time i.e. since 2014, as submitted by them. I therefore find that the
Test Reports have been rightly made applicable to all the similar products imported by
the Noticee and therefore, find the contention of the Noticee to be without any basis and
not tenable.
(vi)The Noticee has contended that the Chemical Examiner has not clearly shown the
procedure of testing in the Test Reports and has also not provided the basis of the
conclusion that the imported goods are Surface Active Agents or that why they cannot
be treated as Preparation for Treatment of Textile Materials, hence cross examination of
the Chemical Examiner may be granted to the Noticee. The Noticee has relied on the
order of the Apex Court in (i) Essar Oil Ltd. Vs Commr. Of Cus.(Preventive),
Jamnagar reported at 2015(326)ELT.310(Tri.-Ahmd and (ii)Ultra Fine Fillers(P)Ltd.
Vs Commissioner of Central Excise, Jaipur-ll.
ln this regard, I find that firstly, the Noticee has provided neither the chemical name nor
the ingredients contained in the products imported by them i.e. the products have been
simply mentioned as'Product BM 5','Product BFT 1'and'Product BFT 2'in the Bills of
Entry. The sole purpose of sending the samples of the above products for testing to
CRCL, Vadodara was only to ascertain whether the samples were preparations for
treatment of Textile materials or othemise i.e. whether they were classifiable under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.3403 or otheruise. Samples are sent to the Chemical
Examiners for the purpose of carrying out their Chemical Analysis. The Chemical
Examiner is not required to show the procedure of testing or to provide the basis for the
conclusion arrived at by them. When the Test Reports of CRCL, Vadodara in respect of
all the 3 products have categorically mentioned that they either meet the requirement of
Organic Surface Active Agent and are other than Lubricating Preparatrons (as in the
case of 'Product BMS' and 'Product BFf2') or are an Organic Surface Active Agent(as
in the case of 'Product BFTI'), the burden of proof shifts to the Noticee to establish by
independent evidence that they have correctly classified the products imported by them
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.3403. Further, it is to mention that cross-examination
cannot be claimed as a matter of right and the request for cross-examination has to be
examined in the context of facts and circumstances of that particular case. ln the
present case, the Noticee has fully availed the opportunity of examining the veracity of
the entire set of documentary evidences relied upon by the Revenue. Therefore, no
evidence is sought to be used against the said Noticee behind his back and the
principles of natural justice have been duly followed. Therefore, cross-examination is
not warranted in the instant case since the cause of Noticee is not vitiated for want of
such cross-examination. The said conblusion is supported by the following case laws.

a)

M/s Kanungo & Co. reported at 1983 (13) ELT'1486 (SC) wherein it has been held as
under:
We may first deal with the question of breach of natural justice. On the material
on record, in our opinion, there has been no such breach. ln the show cause
notice issued on August 21 , 1961 , all the materials on which the Customs
Authorities have relied was sel out and it was then for the appellant to give a
suitable explanation. The complaint of the appellant now is that all the persons
from whom enquiries were alleged to have been made by the authorities should
have been produced to enable it to cross-examine them. ln our opinion, the
principles of natural justice do no require that in matters like this the
persons who have given information should be examined in the presence
of the appellant or should be allowed to be cross-examined by them on the
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statements made before the customs Authorities. Accordingly we hold that
there is no force in the third contention of the appellant.

b)

ln the case of Jagdish Shanker Trivedi V/s CC, Kanpur, 2006 (194) ELT 290 (Tri.Del.), Hon. Tribunal while relying on various judgments of Hon. Supreme Court, has held
as under:

"7.1

The question as to whether there was any contravention of natural
justice by the customs authoities when the persons whose statements
were recorded, were not produced to enable their cross-examination,
came up for consideration by the Supreme Couft in Kanungo's case
(supra) in the context of the provisions of confiscation made under Section
167(8) ot the Sea Customs Act read with Section 3(2) of lmpofts and
Exports (Control) Act, 1947. The Supreme Court in paragraph 12 of the
judgment rejected that contention in the following terms:

"12. We may first deal with the question of breach of natural justice. On
the material on record, in our opinion, there has been no such breach. ln
the show cause notice lssued on August 21 , 1961 , all the mateial on
which the Cusfoms Authoities have relied was sel out and it was then for
the appellant to give a suitable explanation. The complaint of the appellant
now is that all the persons from whom enquiies were alleged to have
been made by the authorities shou/d have been produced to enable it to
cross-examine them. ln our opinion, the principles of natural justice do not
require that in matters like this the persons who have given information
should be examined in the presence of the appellant or should be allowed
Io be cross-examined by them on the statements made before the
Cusfoms Authorities. Accordingly, we hold that there is no force in the
third contention of the appellant."
The decision in the case of Kanungo & Co. was followed by the
Calcufta High Court in Tapan Kumar Biswas v. Union of lndia (supra). ln
paragraph 17 of the judgment, it was held that in a proceedings under the
Cus/oms Act, the proceedees are not entitled to cross-examine the
wlfnesses. The decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Couft in Ashutosh Ghosh
and Another vs. Union of lndia and Others reported in 1977 Criminal Law
Journal N.O.C. 67, u/as a/so relied upon wherein Supreme Couft has
categoically held that a proceedee is not entitled to cross-examine the
wlfnesses. The decision of the Division Bench of the Calcufta High Court
in Kishan Lal case (supra) was also refened to in paragraph 18 of the
judgment and it was held to be laying down the proposition lhaf crossexamination of the witnesses (in the matters under the Sea Cusloms Act)
was not comprehended. Refering to all these declslons, the Courl held,
that a proceedee was not entitled cross-examination of any wilnesses

under Section 124 of the said Act which lays down the extent of
applicability of the pinciples of natural justice and under which a
proceedee was not entitled to cross-examine any wifnesses (para 1 1).
Thus in view of the decisions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the
case of Kanungo & Co., Ashutosh Ghosh and of the Calcutta High
Courl, in the above two decisions, it is abundantly clear that a
noticee cannot claim a right to cross-examine under Section 124 of
the said Act."

c)

ln the case of Fortune lmpex V/s Commissioner of Customs, Calcutta, 2001
(138) ELT 556 (Tri.-Kolkata), which has been affirmed bythe Hon'ble Supreme
Court as reported at 20O4 (164) ELT 4 (S.C.) & 2004 (167) ELT A 134 (S.c.)],
Hon. Tribunal has held as under:

"12.

....The leamed Advocate has a/so emphasised that non-allowing of
cross-examination of 26 persons sought by him also vitiates the
proceedings. The cross-examination of the witness, wherever necessary,
has to be allowed in Depaftmental Proceedings. But it is not required that
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in each and every case cross-exa mination should necessarily be allowed.
There is no absolute right of cross-examination provided in the Customs
Act. This was the view held by the Calcufta High Court in the case of
Tapan Kumar Biswas v. UOl, 1996 (63) ECR 546. Cross-examination of
Lyltnesses cannot be demanded as of right. The presumption ls fhal unless
a case for cross-examination is made out no cross-examination will be
granted. The Appellate Tribunal in the case of Debu Saha v. Collector of
Cusfoms, 1990 (48) E.L.T. 302 (T) held that "lt is no doubt true that in all
cases, cross-examination need not be granted, but it all depends on
the circumstances of each case." The Tibunal also observed in that
case that if the Collector comes to the conclusion that cross-examination
is not material then by assigning reasons, he can reject the prayer..."

d)

ln the case of G. Subramanian, 2002 (1421 ELT 224 (G.O.l.), it has been held as under;

7. Govt. observes that through sustained and well directed
investigation, the Deptt. was able to crack the organized gang which
specialized in illegal expoftation of foreign currency and impoft of foreign
goods. The role of Shri G. Subramanian in this organized activity is
established by the investigation carried out. lt has been held by the
Hon'ble Supreme Courl of lndia that cusloms officers are not police
officers and therefore statements given before cuslorns officers are valid
as subslanfive evidence. lt has been categorically held that the stalemenfs
made before the customs officials is not a statement recorded under
Section 161 of the Ciminal Procedure Code, 1973. Therefore, it is a
material piece of evidence collected by the customs officials under Section
108 of the Cusloms Act. Hon'ble Supreme CourT had also held that the
gtatements made before cusfoms officers thouqh retracled within six davs
is an admlsslo n and bindinq because it has been made before a customs
officer and not a police officer. These as pects have been dealt with in
detail by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the following judgments (i) Surjit
Singh Chhabra v. Union of lndia reporied in 1997 (89) E.L.T. 646, Naresh
J. Sukhawani v. Union of lndia - 1996 (83) E.L.T. 258 (5.C.) etc. lt has
also been held that cross-examination is not compulsory. Procedural
requirements as to cross-exa mination of witnesses etc. governing
enquiry under Article 311 of the Constitution of lndia are not equally
applicable to proceedings under Section 112 of the Customs Act,
1962. Cross-examination is not a mandatory procedure to be allowed
in all cases- Liyakat Shah v. Commr. - 2000 (120) E.L.T. 556 (T). Hon'ble
Tibunal has a/so held that the plea that no oppoftunity of crossexamination was afforded is not tenable and when confessional
statements are given, non-tendering of wifnesses for crossexamination is not violative of principles of natural Tusfice. Cross-

examination is not a paft of the natural justice but only that of
procedural justice and not a 'Sine qua non' Poddar Tyres Pvt. Ltd. v.
Commissioner - 2000 (126) E.L.T 737 (Tri.). ln Akai lmpex v.
Commissioner - 2000 (118) ELT,610 (T), Hon'ble Tribunal held that
cross-examination of witnesses cannot be demanded as a matter of right.

Further, it is to mention that the denial of opportunity of cross-examination does not
vitiate the adjudication proceedings. The proceedings at hand involve adjudication of a
Show Cause Notice so as to examine the classrfication of the imported products and
such proceedings are very much different from that involving conducting a trial in a
criminal case. ln such cases which are not in the nature of hial in a criminal case, do
not warrant cross-examination and it is for the defendant to establish by placing
evidence that the charges are not sustainable. My findings find ample support in the
case of M/s Erode Annai Spinning Mills (Pvt.) Ltd. reported at 2019 (366) ELT 647
(T), which has been maintalned by the Hon'ble Supreme Court as reported at 2019
(368) ELT A155 (SC), wherein it has been observed as under:
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Every case, where opporiunity of cross examination was not
allowed, will not vitiate the entire proceedings. The Adiudicatinq
Authoritv was not conductinq a trial of a ciminal case. but was
a diu tc atina a show cause notice as to wheth er there has been

clandestine removal of excisabl ooo ds without pavment of excise dutv. ln
s uch cases ,D reoonderance of o robabilities would be sufficient. On
examining the extensive factual details set out in the adjudicating order
dated 20-6-2005, we have no hesitation to hold that the initial burden of
proof has been discharged by the depaftment and thus, the burden of
proof shifts fo lhe assessee to estab/ish by independent evidence that
there was no clandestine removal and the assessee cannot escape from
the rigour of law by picking loopholes in the evidence placed by the
depariment.
ln view of the above discussions, I find that the request of Noticee for cross-examination
of the Chemical Examiner is not warranted in the facts and circumstances of the case
and as such I reject the request for cross-examination.

Further, it can also be seen from the Test Reports of CRCL, New Delhi in respect of the
stability of Emulsion of the samples of the products i.e. 'Product BM 5'and 'Product
BFT 2' of the Noticee (discussed in the foregoing paras) that it has also passed the
Determinative Test which proves that the aforementioned products are indeed 'Organic
Surface Active Agents'. Even the Noticee has mentioned in his submission that the test
regarding stability of Emulsion is the Determinative Test for 'Organic Surface Active
Agent'. Thus, even if the Test Reports have not made any specific mention about the
Chapter Tariff Heading of the products, it can be very clearly deduced from the Test
Reports that the products are rightly classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading 3402.
Further, whrle considering the classification of a product, it is a thumb rule that the
Heading which provides the most specific description shall be preferred over other
Headings. ln the instant case, the Test Analysis of the products under consideration
indicate that the goods are Organic Surface Active Agents and therefore going by the
theory of most specific description, I find that the products under consideration merit
classification under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049.

(vii)The Noticee has contended that extended period cannot be invoked since similar
SCN was issued to the Noticee on the very issue by the Department; that when the
Show Cause Notice dated 09.07.20'18 was issued, all the relevant facts were in the
knowledge of the Customs Department and later on while issuing the impugned Show
Cause Notice, the same/similar facts could not be taken as suppression of facts on the
part of the Noticee as they were already in the knowledge of the Department. The
Noticee has relied on the: (i) Apex Court's judgement in the case of Nizam Sugar
Factory Vs Collector of Central Excise, A.P. and (ii) Gujarat High Court's
judgement in Bhagwati Spherocast Pvt.Ltd. Vs Commissioner of Central Excise,
Ahmedabad-ll.

ln this regard, I find that in the instant case, the subject goods are

appropriately
classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No,34029049 instead of the declared Chapter
Tariff Heading No.34039100. lt is also evident that the Noticee, despite being aware of
the nature and appropriate classification of goods, has willfully mis-classified the goods
to evade payment of Customs Duty. The Noticee has been regularly importing these
goods since long and are therefore, very well aware about the nature and
characteristics/properties of the said goods- Therefore, they have suppressed these
vital facts from the Department and cleared these goods by self-assessing the same
under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 paying lower rate of BCD @7.57o instead
of Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 (where the BCD is @10%) as the said goods
are correctly classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049. As such, the

Noticee has evaded the Customs Duty by recourse

to willful mis-statement

&

suppression of facts thereby violating the provisions of Section 46 of the Customs Act,
1962.
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However, I also find that a Show Cause Notice dated 09.07.2018 has been issued by
the Additional Commissioner of Customs, Surat to the Noticee in respect of their
imported product 'Product BM
demanding differential Customs Duty of
Rs.4,07,965.60 alongwith interest, fine and penalty on the ground that the Noticee had
mis-classified the said product under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100(under which
BCD is payable @ 7 .sok ) instead of correct classification under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34029049 (under which BCD is payable @10ok). Since a Show Cause Notice has
already been issued previously on the same issue involving the same product 'Product
BM 5', invoking extended period under Section 2B(4) of the Customs Act, '1962, I find
that extended period cannot be invoked again in the same matter. ln this context, I
would like to refer to Apex Court's judgement in the case of Nizam Sugar Factory
Vs Collector of Gentral Excise, A.P reported at 2008(9)STR 314(S.C). Relevant
portion of the said judgement reads as under:

5'

"9. Allegation of suppression of facts against the appellant cannot be sustained. When
the first SCN was issued all the relevant facts were in the knowledge of the authorities.
Later on, while issuing the second and third show cause notices the same/similar facts
could not be taken as suppresslon of facts on the paft of lhe assessee as these facls
were already in the knowledge of the authoities. We agree with the view taken in the
aforesaid judgments and respectfully following the same, hold that there was no
suppression of facts on the paft of the assessee/a ppellant."
Therefore, extended period cannot be invoked with regard to the demand raised in the
present Show Cause Notice in respect of the product i.e. 'Product BM 5'. However, as
far as the other two products i.e. 'Product BFT 1' and 'Product BFT 2' imported by the
Noticee are concerned, lfind that no previous Show Cause Notice has been issued to
the Noticee prior to 28.03.2021 and therefore the extended period has been rightly
invoked in the Show Cause Notice. ln view of the above, I find that the Demand of
Rs.79,54,491/- (out of the total Demand of Rs.88,77,1 1 3/-), with respect to the imported
'Product BM5' , covered under Annexure-A to the Show Cause Notice pertaining to the
period from 21.04.2016to26.12.2017 which falls beyond the normal period of 2 years
as per the provisions of Section 28(1) of the Customs, Act, 1962, is liable to be vacated
However, the differential Customs Duty of Rs.'1,79,7271- for the 'Product BFT 2'
pertaining to the period 26.05.2016 to 09.10.2017, covered under Annexure'B'to the
Show Cause Notice as well as the differential Customs Duty of Rs.7,42,895/- for the

'Product BFTl'pertainingtotheperiodfrom2l .04.2016to02.03.2020areliabletobe

demanded and confirmed under the provisions of Section 28(4) of the Customs Act,
1962.

(viii)The Noticee has contended that misclassification does not amount to Misdeclaration and have relied on the case of Densons Pultretaknik Vs CCE, 2003(155)
ELT.211(SC) wherein it was held by the Supreme Court that merely claiming
classification does not amount to suppression of facts and therefore, extended period of
limitation is not invokable. The Noticee has also relied on the following judgements to
support their contention: (i) CC, Bangalore Vs A.Mahesh Raj reported in
2006(195)ELT 261(ii) CCE Vs lshaan Research LabXP)Ltd., 2008(230)ELT 7(SC).
(iii) Chamundi Die Cast(P) Ltd. Vs CCE,2007 (215) ELT 169 (SC). (iv) Cosmic Dye
Chemical Vs Collector of Central Excise, Bombay, (1995)GSCC1 17.(v)
Commissioner of Central Excise, Aurangabad Vs Bajaj Auto Limited, 2010 (260)
ELT 17(SC). The Noticee has also contended that no penalty is imposable under
Section 112(a) and (b), Section 114A and Section '1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and
demand of interest is not sustainable when Duty is not payable. The Noticee has relied
upon a plethora of judgements to support their contention;
ln this regard, I find that the Noticee has not only indulged in mis-classification but also
mis-declaration of the imported goods. The Noticee have declared only the partial
description of the goods in the Bills of Entry in as much as they declared the goods as
'Product BM 5', 'Product BFT 1' and 'Product BFT 2' therein instead of mentioning the
Chemical name of these products/goods. Declaration of partial description of the goods
is akin to suppression of the correct description of goods. The principles of linguistic
construction imply that a partial truth always hints at a partial untruth which is
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withheld. By no figment of imagination it can be said that the Noticee was not
aware about the entire technical specifications of the goods/products that he has
purchased. However, the Noticee has opted to present only a part of the information in
their declaration. The Department has assessed the Bills of Entry on the basis of such
partial declaration on the part of the Noticee. lt is only owing to the fact that the
goods/products were sent for analysis to the competent authorities on the subject that
it came to light that the imported goods were actually 'Organic Surface Active Agents' and
it was only thereafter that the investigations in the matter were initiated. Thus, I find that
the wrong classification is attributable to wilful mis-statement , mis-declaration, misclassification and suppression of material facts regarding the correct description of the
goods/products imported by the Noticee. Therefore, the ratio of the case laws cited by
them is not applicable to the facts of the case in hand and the goods under consideration
fall within the mischief of Section 1 11(m) of the Customs Act and are liable to
confiscation.

Regarding the goods viz. 'Product BMS', as detailed at Annexure A to the Show Cause
Notice, the demand under Section 28(4) has been found as barred by limitation
However, as regards the proposal for confiscation of the said goods, it is pertinent to
note that no time limit for issuance of Show Cause Notice has been specified with
regard to confiscation or penalty as evident from the text of Section 124 of the Customs
Act, 1962 which reads as under:

No order confiscating any goods or imposing any penalty on any person
shall be made under this Chapter unless lhe owner of the goods or such
person -

(a)

is given a notice in witing with the pior approval of the officer of
Cusloms not below the rank of an Assistant Commissioner of Customs,
informing him of the grounds on which it is proposed to confiscate the
goods or to impose a penalty;
(b) is given an opportunity of making a representation in witing within
such reasonable time as may be specified in the notice against the
grounds of confiscation or imposition of penalty mentioned therein; and
(c) is given a reasonable opportunity of being heard in the matter

The above statute specifies that the order for confiscation of goods is preceded by
issuance of a Show Cause Notice. However, no time limit had been mentioned in
Section 124 as against the time limit of 5 years specified under Section 28(4) of the
Customs Act. Thus, the goods detailed under Annexure A of the Show Cause Notice
are not hit by limitation so far as the action of confiscation of the same is concerned.

Further, the Noticee have subscribed to a declaration as to the truthfulness of the
contents of the Bills of Entry, in terms of Section a6( ) of the Customs Act, 1962 in
respect of all their Bills of Entry and as per Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962,
any goods which do not correspond in respect of value or in any other particular with the
entry made under the Customs Act, 1962 are liable for confiscation under the said
Section. Also, the Noticee appears to have intentionally signed and filed Bills of Entry
which contained incorrect or false details about classification of the goods, claiming
benefit of exemption Notification which they had all reasons to believe were not
available to them, with intent to evade payment of Customs Duty. ln this case as
discussed supra, the Noticee knew that these goods were classifiable under Chapter
Tariff Heading No.34029049 (even before the samples of these products were tested by
the Department in July, 2017) but wrongly classified the same under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34039100 by resorting to/ indulging in mis-declaration and misclassification thus claiming lower rate of Basic Customs Duty @ 7.5% instead of 10%
Basic Customs Duty under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049 and thereby rendered
the goods liable for confiscation in terms of Section 111 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962,
in respect of the self assessed Bills of Entry mentioned in Annexure 'A', Annexure 'B' &
Annexure'C' attached to the Show Cause Notice by suppressing these facts from the
Department. For these acts of omission and commission, the Noticee have also
rendered themselves liable to penalty under Section 112(a) and 114A of the Customs
Act, 1962 in as much as they have rendered the goods liable for confiscation under
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Section 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1 962. ln view of the above, none of the judgements
cited by the Noticee are applicable to them.

(ix)The Noticee has contended that they have been importing the products under
dispute since 2014 and are following the same classification uniformly; that the
classification approved by Customs alone was continued to be followed by the Noticees,
that the description specified by the Noticee is correct and therefore extended period of
limitation cannot be invoked against them. The Noticee has relied on the case of : (i)
Decision dated 10.01.2013 of CESTAT, Mumbai in the case C.Natvarlal & Co. Vs
CC(lmport), Mumbai. (ii) Sirthai Superware lndia Ltd. Vs CC, 2019(1O)TMI 460CESTAT, to support their contention.

ln this regard, I find that the Customs Authorities have assessed/approved the
classification on the basis of the declarations filed by the Noticee. The fact that the
products were being mis-classified by the Noticees came to lighUbecame known to the
Department only when the Test Reports with respect to the samples of the products
imported by the Noticee were received from CRCL, Vadodara which indicated that the
said products were correctly classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049
(chargeable to BCD al 10%) instead of the wrong classification of Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34039100 (chargeable to BCD al 7.5o/o) adopted by the Noticee. Further,
the mis-classification, mis-declaration, mis-statement and suppression of facts resorted
to by the Noticee has already been discussed in the foregoing paras. I therefore find
that extended period of limitation has been correctly invoked in respect of the products
i.e. 'Product BFT 1' and Product BFT 2' imported by the Noticee. Hence none of the
judgements relied upon by the Noticee are applicable to them.
(x)The Noticee has contended that the imported products are not liable for confiscation
under Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962. The Noticees have relied on the case
of: (i) Northern Plastic Ltd. Vs Collector of Customs & Central Excise, 1998(101)
ELT.549(SC). (ii) Surbhit lmpex Pvt.Ltd. Vs CC(EP), Mumbai, 201212831 ELT 556
(Tri-Mumbai) and a plethora of other decisions to support their contention and that
provisions of Section 111 of the Act is not invokable for goods already cleared for Home
Consumption. The Noticee has relied on the case of Bussa Overseas & Properties
P.Ltd. Vs C.L.Mahar, Assistant Gommissioner of Customs, Bombay
[2004(1 63)ELT304(Bom)] to support their contention.

ln this regard, I find that as per Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962, any goods
which do not correspond in respect of value or in any other particular with the Entry
made under the Customs Act, 1962 are liable for confiscation under the said Section.
Further, with the introduction of self assessment and consequent amendments to
Section 17, since April 2011, it is the responsibility of the lmporter to correctly classify,
determine and pay the Duty applicable in respect of the imported goods. ln this case,
the lmporter knew that these goods were classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading
No.34029049 but have wrongly mis-classified and mis-declared the same under
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 and have thus violated the provisions of Section
46(4) of the Customs Act, 1962. This act of commission and omission on the part of the
Noticee has rendered the goods valued at Rs.28,50,69,170/- covered under various
Bills of Entry liable for confiscation under Section '1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 read
with Section 125(2) o't the Customs Act, 1962 in as much as they mis-classified and
mis-declared the products imported by them to avail benefit of Notification No.12/2012Cus dated 17.3.2012 (upto 30.6.2017) and Notification No. 50/20'17-Cus dated
30.6.2017(w.e.f 01 .7.2017) and thereby evaded payment of correct and due amount of
Customs Duty. Hence, none of the case laws referred to by the Noticee is applicable to
them.

16.

Further, as per Section 17 of the Customs Act, 1962, "an lmporter entering any
impofied goods under section 46, or an expofter enteing any exporT goods under
section 50, shall, save as othenuise provided in section 85, se/f-assess the duty, if any,
leviable on such goods". Pursuant to the introduction of self-assessment in Customs
since April, 2011, it is the duty of the lmporter to correctly declare the Chapter Tariff
Heading, Assessable value, Applicable Notification No. etc. ln the instant case, the
)1

subject goods are appropriately classifiable under Chapter Tariff Heading No.34029049
instead of the declared Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100 hence BCD @10% is
leviable rnstead of 7.5o/o paid by the lmporter. lt is also evident that it is not the case
where lmporter was not aware of the nature and appropriate classification of the goods.
However, the Importer has willfully mis-classified and mis-declared the goods to evade
payment of Customs Duty. The lmporter has been regularly importing these goods
since 2014 (as per their submission), thus they were very well aware about the nature
and characteristics/properties of the said goods, even prior to the Test Reports of the

samples

of these goods which were received from CRCL, Vadodara in

AugusUSeptember, 2017 . Therefore, the lmporter suppressed these vital facts from the
Department and cleared these goods by self-assessing the same under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34039100 paying lower rate of BCD @7.5% instead of Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34029049 as the said goods are correctly classifiable under Chapter Tariff
Heading No.34029049. As such, the lmporter has evaded the Customs Duty by
recourse to willful mis-classification, mis-declaration, mis-statement & suppression of
facts. The lmporter has violated the provisions of Section 46 of the Customs Act, 1962.
The Customs Duty short paid on the goods cleared by the Noticee under selfassessment appropriately merits demand and recovery in terms of Section 28(4) of the
Customs Act,1 962. ln terms of provisions contained under Section 28AA of the
Customs Act, 1962 lnterest at an appropriate rate is also payable on any duty ought to
have been paid under Section 28. Therefore lnterest is also recoverable in this case in
terms of Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

17. As discussed above, the subject goods do not correspond in respect of correct
description/ appropriate classification with the entry made under the Customs Act, 1962
and have been misclassified and misdeclared to evade payment of Customs Duty. This
act of commission and omission on the part of the Noticee have rendered the goods
under reference, valued at Rs.28,50,69,170/-(Twenty Eight Crores Fifty Lakhs Sixty
Nine Thousand One Hundred and Seventy only) liable for confiscation under Section
1 1 '1(m) of the Customs Act, 1 962. However, the goods are not physically available for
confiscation and in such cases redemption fine is imposable in light of the judgment
in the case of M/s Visteon Automotive Systems lndia Ltd. reported at 2018 (009)
GSTL 0142 (Mad) wherein the Hon'ble High Court of Madras has observed as under:
The penalty directed against the lmporter under Section 112 and
the fine payable under Section 125 operate in two different fields.
The fine under Section 125 is in lieu of confiscation of the goods.
The payment of fine followed up by payment of duty and other
charges leviable, as per sub-secfion (2) of Section 125, fetches
relief for the goods from getting confiscated. By subjecting the
goods fo payment of duty and other charges, the improper and

irregular importation is sought to be regularised, whereas, by
subjecting the goods to payment of fine under sub-section (1) of
Section 125, the goods are saved from getting confiscated. Hence,
the availability of the goods is not necessary for imposing the
redemption fine. The opening words of Secfion 125, "Whenever
confiscation of any goods is authorised by this Act ....", brings out
the point clearly. The power to impose redemption fine springs
from the authorisation of confiscation of goods provided for under
Section 111 of the Act. When once power of authorisation for
confiscation of goods gets traced to the said Sectlon 111 of the
Act, we are of the opinion that the physical availability of goods is
not so much relevant. The redemption fine is in fact to avoid such
consequences flowing from Section 111 only. Hence, the payment
of redemption fine saves the goods from getting confiscated.
Hence. their phvsical availabilitv does not have anv siqnificance
for impositiolplredearption fine under Secfion 125 of the Act. We
accordingly answer question No. (iii).
18. Section 114A of Customs Act,1962 provides for penalty for short levy or non-levy of
duty in certain cases "Where the Duty has not been levied or has been short levied or
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the lnterest has not been charged or paid or has been part paid or the Duty or lnterest
has been erroneously refunded by reason of collusion or any willful mis-statement or
suppression of facts, the person who is liable to pay the Duty or lnterest, as the case
may be as amended under Sub-section 28 shall also be liable to pay a Penalty equal to
the Duty or lnterest so determlned". ln this case, I find that the Customs Duty has been
short levied by reason of willful mis-statemenUmis-declaration of description/ misclassification of the imported goods and therefore, the Noticee is liable for Penalty under
Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962. Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 reads
as under:
SECTION I l44. Penalty for short-levy or non-levy of Duty in certain cases. - Where the Duty has not been
levied or has been shortJevied or the inlerest has not been charged or paid or has been part paid or the Duty or
interest has been erroneously refunded by reason of collusion or any wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts, the
person who is liable to pay the Outy or interest, as the case may be, as determined under [sub-section (8) of Section
281 shall also be liable to pay a penalty equal to the Duty or interest so determinedJ
[Provided that where such Duty or interest, as the case may be, as delermined under [sub-section (8) of Section
28j, and the interesl payable thereon under Section 25[28AAj, is paid within thirty days from the date of the
communic€tion of the order ofthe proper ofrlcer determining such Duty, the amounl of penalty liable to be paid by
such person under this Section shall be twenty-five per cent of the Duty or interest, as lhe case may be, so
determined:
Provided further that the benefit of reduced penalty under the Iirst proviso shall be available subject to the
condition that the amount of penalty so determined has also been paid within the period of thirty days referred to in
that proviso :
Provided also that where the Outy or interest determined to be payable is reduced or increased by the
Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, then, for the purposes of this
Section, the Duty or interest as reduced or increased, as the case may be, shall be taken into account:
Provided also that in case where the Duty or interest determined to be payable is increased by the
Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the courl, then, the benefit of reduced
penalty under the first proviso shall be available if the amount of the Duly or the inlerest so increased, along with the
interest payable thereon under Section 25[28AA], and twenty-five percent of the crnsequentjal increase in penalty
have also been paid within thirty days of the communication of the order by which such increase in the Duty or
interest takes effecl :
Provided also that where any penalty has been levied under this Section, no penalty shall be levied under
Section 112 or Section 114.
Explanation. - For lhe removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that (j) the provisions of this Section shall also applytocases inwhich the order determining the Dutyor interest under
sub-section (8) of Section 28 relates to nolices issued prior to the date* on which the Finance Act, 2000 receives the
assent of the President;
(ii) any amount paid to the credil of the Central Government prior to the date of communication of the order referred
to in the frst proviso or the fourth proviso shall be adjusted against the total amounl due from such person.l

19.

The Show Cause Notice also proposes imposition of penalty under Section
112(a) & (b) of the Customs Act, 1962 on the Noticee. ln this regard lfind that the 5th
proviso to Section 114A ol the Customs Act, 1962 provides that penalty under Section
1 12 shall not be levied if penalty under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 has
been imposed and the same reads as under:
"Provided also that where any penal$ has been levied under this
Section, no penalty shall be levied under Sectio, 112 or Secfion
114."

ln the instant case, I have already found that the Noticee is liable to penalty under
Section 1144 ol the Customs Act, 1962 and therefore penalty under Section '1 12 is not
imposable in terms of the 5th proviso to Section 1 14A of the Customs Act, 1962.

20.

lalso find that the Show Cause Notice proposes to impose penalty on the

Noticee viz. M/s. Grasim Industries Ltd. under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.
The text of the said statute is reproduced under for ease of reference:

"lf a person knowingly or intentionally makes, slgns or uses, or causes to be made,
signed or used, any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in
any material particular, in the transaction of any busrness for the purposes of this Act,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the value of goods."
The language employed in the above statute implies that the penalty has been provided
for in cases where a person has knowingly or intentionally made, signed, used any false
declaration, statement or document or caused to have made, signed or used any false
declaration, statement or document. The facts and circumstances of the case at hand
are not covered under the provisions of Section '1 '14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 as the
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rationale for introduction of Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 has been specified
at para 63 & 65 of the Twenty Seventh Report of the Standing Committee on Finance
(2005-06) in relation to The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2005 as under:

"63. The information fumished by the Ministry sfafes as follows on the proposed
provision:
"Sectlon 114 provides for penalty for improper expoftation of goods. However. there
have been rnslances where ex ft
son a ron and no
h d ever crossed
the border. Such serlous manipulators could escape penal action even when no qoods
were actually expofted. The lacuna has an added dimension because of various expott
incentive schemes. To orovide for oenaltv tn SU
cases of false and incorrect
deolaration of material Bafticulqrs and for qivinq false statements, declarations, etc. for
the o u rDOS e of transaction of busrness under the Customs Act. it is DroDosed to provide
express/y the powerto lew pena Itv up to 5 times the value of qoods. A new Section 114
AA is proposed to be inseried after Section 1 1 4A
65. The Ministry also informed as under:
"The new Section 114AA has been proposed consequent to the detection of several
cases of fraudulent exports where the expofts were shown only on paper and no goods
crossed the lndian border. The enhanced penalty provision has been proposed
considerino fhe serious frauds beino committed as no ooods are beinq expofted, but
papers are beinq created for availinq the number of benefits under various export
promotion schemes. "

The above clearly indicates that the intent of insertion of Section 114AA of the Customs
Act, 1962 was to provide penalty for serious frauds where no goods were exported but
only papers were created to avail the benefits of the export promotion schemes. Thus, I
find that penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 is not imposable on the
Noticee M/s. Grasim lndustries Ltd. in as much as the facts of the case are not covered
under the same.

21.

In view of discussions and findings in paras supra, I pass the following order

-:ORDER:-

(a) I order to classify the goods imported by M/s. Grasim lndustries

Ltd.

namely "Product BM 5", "Product BFT 2'and "Product BFT 1" under Chapter
Tariff Heading No.34029049 of the Customs Tariff Act, '1975 as 'Organic
Surface Active Preparation'/'Organic Surface Active Agent' instead of
Chapter Tariff Heading No.34039100, in respect of all imports under Bills of
Entry as listed in Annexure 'A', 'B' &'C'to the Show Cause Notice;

(b) I hold the

lmported goods valued at Rs.28,50,69,170/-(Twenty Eight
Crores Fifty Lakhs Sixty Nine Thousand One Hundred and Seventy
only) involving total Differential Customs Duty of Rs.88,77,113/-(Rupees

Eighty Eight Lakhs Seventy Seven thousand One Hundred and
Thirteen only) imported by M/s. Grasim lndustries Ltd. as listed in
Annexure 'A' , 'B' & 'C' to the Show Cause Notice liable to confiscation
under Section 1 1 1 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and impose a
Redemption Fine of Rs. 2,85,05,900/- (Rupees Two Crores Eighty Five
Lakhs, Six Thousand Nine Hundred only), in lieu of confiscation in terms
of Section 125(1) of the Customs Act, 1 962;

(c) I

vacate and set aside the Demand of Differential Customs Duty ot
Rs.79,54,491 ( Seventy Nine Lakhs Fifty FourThousand Four Hundred
and Ninety One only) as appearing in Annexure-A to the Show Cause
Notice,(out of the total Demand of Differentlal Customs Duty of
Rs.88,77,'113/- ) on the grounds of limitation as discussed at para 1s(vii);

(d)

I confirm the Demand of Differential Customs Duty of Rs.9,22,622l- ( Rupees
Nine Lakhs Twenty Two Thousand Six Hundred and Twenty Two only)
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as appearing in Annexure-B and C to the Show Cause Notice (out of the
total Demand of Differential Customs Duty of Rs.88,77,1 13/-) and order
recovery of the same in terms of the provisions of Section 2B(B) read with
Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;

(e)

I order recovery of lnterest at appropriate rate as applicable on the Customs
Duty evaded as mentioned in (d) above from M/s. Grasim lndustries Ltd, in
terms of the provisions of Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;

(0

I refrain from imposing any penalty on M/s. Grasim lndustries Ltd. under
Section 112 (a) & (b) of the Customs Act,1962 ;

(g) I impose a penalty of Rs.9,22,622/- ( Rupees Nine Lakhs Twenty Two
Thousand Six Hundred and Twenty Two only )on M/s. Grasim

lndustries Ltd. under Section 114A ol the Customs Act,1 962. However, in
view of the first and second provrso to Section 1144 of the Customs Act,
1962, n the amount of Customs Duty confirmed and lnterest thereon is paid
within a period of thirty days from the dale of the communication of this
Order, the penalty shall be twenty five percent of the Duty, subject to the
condition that the amount of such reduced penalty is also paid within the said
period of thi(y days;

(h)

I refrain from imposing any Penalty on M/s. Grasim lndustries Ltd. under
Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 ;
(

-/
(Lalit Prasad

r

Commissioner
DIN:20220371 MN0000666C82
F.No.Vlll/1 0-22lPr.Commr./O& N201 8

Date.24.03.2022

To,

M/s Grasim lndustries Limited,
(Unit: Grasim Cellulosic Division),
Plot No. 1,GlDC Vilayat lndustrial Estate,
Taluka :Vagra, District: Bharuch-39201 2.

Copv to:1

2
3
4
5

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Customs Zone, Ahmedabad.
The Additional Commissioner, Customs, TRC, HQ, Ahmedabad.
The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Customs House, Hazira, Surat:
The Superintendent, System, Customs, HQ (in PDF format) for uploading the order
on the website of Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate.
Guard File
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